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A TRANSFER-FUNCTION METER FOR THE

VHF-UHF RANGE

tions, with results of measurements, are
described later in this article.

_~~I,

L ~E'E,~S-C

TYPES OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

For purposes of this discussion, four
terminal networks are considered to
have separate, but grounded, input and
output connections, and three-terminal
networks are considered to have one
terminal common to both input and
output. There arc several systems of
parameters used to desCI;be the elec
trical performance of these types of
networks:

A. Open-circuit impedance param
eters, which are the input and output
impedances, Zll and Z221 and the for
ward and reverse transimpedances, Z21

and ZIZ.

B. Short-circuit admittance param
eters, which are the input and output
admittances, Yll and YZ2, and the for
ward and reverse transadmittances, YZI

and YJ2.
C. Hybrid combinations (such as the

It parameters often used in transistor
work) of impedance, admittance, open
circuit voltage-ratio, and short-circuit
current-ratio parameters. For conven
ience, we define symbols to represent
these voltage and current ratios as either
EoI' [ ,,·ith appropriate subscripts, such
as E21 to mean Eold/Ein with output
open-circuited.

1'he ~rransfer-Function Meter can
measure all of these functions.

y" ~I,/E,~Y

Ungrounded, two
lcrminnl admiua.nce

2Grounded. two
terminal impedance

The performance of most electrical
devices and circuits can be described by
specifying a tTunsfer function, ,,-hich is
the ratio of an output to an input
quantity, or vice versa. 'I'he "alpha"
and "beta" current ratios of transistors,
the transconductance of vacuum tubes,
the gain 'of amplifiers, and the loss of
attenuators and filters arc common ex
amples of widely used transfer functions.
The new TYPE 1607-A Transfer-Func
tion IVlete/ can measure these and many
other transfer functions over the fre
quency range from 25 :\1c to about
1500 Me. Since grounded or ungrounded
two-terminal impedances can be treated
as four-tcnninal devices,2 they can be
measured as well, with appropriate adap
tors. Answers, direct reading except for
a multiplying factor, are obtained in
terms of complex components by a null
method. The pbase information provided
by measurement of complex components
is especially valuable at these high fre
quencies, \\-here effects of transit time,
electrode resonances, and stray capaci
tances usually dominate the over-all per
formance of a device.

'I'he Transfer-Function 11eter is a
basic measuring tool, well suited for
laboratory measurements because of its
versatility, accuracy, and wide fre
quency range. It can also be set up for
rapid, routine, production tests on tran
sistors, vacuum tubes, amplifiers, or
networks, and a high degree of skill or
knowledge on the part of the operator is
not required. Several specific applica-

10riginally described in a paper l>rcsented at the 1956
IR1:: Annual Convent.ion Ilond subsequently published in
the HIM rRE Convention Record. Part 5. pp. 3-7:
"A TrnJl.iW,dmittance i\Ieler for VI·IF-UHF :\Ief\sure
ments." by William It. Thurston. Thc name of the
ill8trument has been changed to Trsnsfer-Function :\Ieter
so as to indic.'\te more completely its uses.
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THEORY OF OPERATION

To measure a transfer function of a
network, it is necessary to supply to it
an input driving signal and to measure
the resulting output signal in terms of
the input signal. It is also necessary to
terminate the network output in an open
circuit if the desired output signal is a
voltage, or in a short circuit if the de
sired output signal is a current. If the
network were terminated otherwise, the
answer obtained would depend on the
network output impedance 01" admit
tance as well as on its transfer functions

3

and ,,"auld, consequently, be less useful
for general calculations.
~evertheless, there are undoubtedly

applications whcre one wishes only to
determine the over-all performance of a
network working into a specifu; load
impedance. In these cases, it is neces
sary to include the termination as a part
of the network under test. Where output
current is of interest, the termination
must be in series, and where output
voltage is of interest, the termination
must be in shunt.

Forward transfer functions are, of
course, measured by driving the normal
input tcrminals of a network under test,
while reverse, sometimes called "feed-

back," transfer functions are measured
by reversing the network and driving
the normal output terminals. 'l'wo
terminal impedances or admittances can
be connected as four-terminal networks
in accordance with the diagrams given
in Footnote 2, depending on whether a
grounded or an ungrounded element is
to be measured.

In the Transfer-Function Meter there
are three identical loops, as shown in
Figure 1, driven in parallel by an ex
ternal generator adjusted to the desired
frequency of measurement. The cur
rents) JL, in all three loops are equal in
magnitude and phase. Each loop is
loosely coupled, through electrostati
cally shielding slots, to an associated
coaxial line. In Figure I, only the inner
conductors of these lines are shown.
Each loop can be rotated independently
of the others so as to vary its coupling,
or mutual inductance, to its asso
ciated line. The mutual inductances
are designated MG, 1',1B, and Mx.
The series voltages induced in the three
lines by virtue of the couplings to the
associated loops are: 'Ee = - j willGIL,
E B~ - jwMBh, and Ex = - jwMxh.

The outer end of the left-hand line,
called the G line, is terminated in a

Input Impedance
II Z II-

3ExalOple: Equivalent circuit wing impedance parameters:

Zero-impedonce
Voltoge Sources

Ell E:=ZI2 12 r..J

Reverse or "f~edback"
Transimpedance

Output Impedance
Z 22 12
~

Load
Impedance

ZL

:Mell.Sllred forward transilllpcdance=

~= 8'2/
1

, =~~ Z21.if ZL» Z22
It t+Z22 1+ Z22

ZL ZL

From cireuit and equations gh'en, it is seen that the

measured tramimpedallce equals the value of Z21 only
if the lond impedance ZL is yery larJ;:e compared to the
network output impedance. Z22" Otherwise the measured
value is in error. and the error can be in phase angle,
magnitude, or a combinntion of both, depending on the
phase angles of ZL and Z22"
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known, standard conductance, Yo (20
millimhos). The characteristic admit
tance of the coaxial lines and 1"'-YPE

874 Connectors used in the instrument
and associated components is also equal
to 20 millimhos (characteristic imped
ance, Zo, is 50 ohms). The outer end of
the upper line, called the B line, is
terminated in a known, standard sus
ceptance of +j Yo at frequencies below
150 Me (adjustable capacitor), ~ jYo
between 150 Mc and 450 Me (adjust-

A
able stub set to 8)' and +jYo above

3A
450 Mc (stub set to 8). The far end of

the right-hand line, which is adjustable
in length and is called the Network Input
line, is connected to the input of the
network under (;est, and its electrical
length is always set to equal either an
odd or an even multiple, n" of a quarter

wavelength, depending on which type
transfer function is to be measured.

The near end of the Network Input
line terminates in a short circuit. The
inner ends of the Band G lines come
together in a junction with two other
lines not previously mentioned, as shown
in Figure 1. One of these latter lines is
connected to an external detector. The
other, which is adjustable in length and
is called the Network Output line, is con
nected to the output of the network
under test. Its electrical length is al ways
set to equal either an odd or an even
multiple, n2, of a quarter wavelength,
depending on which type transfer func
tion is to be measured, but not neces
sarily the same multiple as that to which
the Network Input line is set.

The process of measuring complex
quantities involves the balancing of the
instrument by adjustment of the loop

Figure 1. Sc:hem(ltic di(lgr(lm of r·f circuits of the Tr(lnsfer·Function Meter.

"B" Line

External
Detector

Network
Under
Test

"Network Input lt Line
length = n,A/4, n = even
or odd integer

Output

"Network Output II Line
length: nZ A/4, nz : even or odd
integer (n, not always equal to n

z
)

External
Oscillator

Gs =20mmho

""III----'II\f'v-rl---{

I

=.:::= jBs = ± j 20 mmho
I
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couplings until the external detector
indicates a null condition. At null, the
voltage at the junction of the four coaxial
lines is zero, and the three currents, Ie,
I H, and I x, that en tel' the detector junc
tion from, respecti,'c1y, the 0, B, and
Network Output lincs, must add up to
zero. These line currents are readily
calculated, because, fol' this purpose,
the zero-voltage condition at the detec
tal' junction can be considered equiva
lent to a short circuit. For the purpose
of simplifying the explanation, the
lengths of the Network Input and Net
work Output lines will first be assumed
to be zero. Lnder these conditions,
E, ~ Ex and I, ~ Ix.

The current, JG, equals the induced
voltage, Ee, times the admittance of
the 0 une, \vhich is the known, standard
conductance, Yo. 'That is,

Ie ~ YoEe = YoC-jwMeh)
~ YoillcC-jwhl

'rhe current, 1H, equals the incluced
voltage, EB , times the admittance of
the 13 line, \\'hich is the known, standard
susceptance, ±jYo. That is,

1H = ±jYoE" = ±jYoC -jwM13hl
~ ±jYoM"C-jwILl

The current, lx, equals the product
of the induced voltage in the Network
Tnplll line, Ex, and the transadmittance
of the network, Y x . 'J'hereforc,

Ix = YxEx ~ YxC-jwJlxhl
~ YxMxC-jwlLl

When the sum of [e, 1H, and Ix is
equated to zero, which is the balance
condition, the common -jwl r• term is
eliminated, and the basic balance equa
tion for the instrument is obtained:

Yx Me 101H
-~ - ±J
Yo M x M x

The above equation is normalized
with respect to the characteristic ad
mittance of the line and corresponds
to the dial calibration, which is normal-

izcd because impedances as well as ad
mittances must be measured. A.s indi
cated above, the instrument actually
measures the real and imaginary parts
of the normalized transadmittance,
ex B x .Yo and y~, of the network connected

directly between the input and output
terminals of the instrument:

Gx kin
Yo = 111 x

Bx kl/l
Yo = M x

Since the connecting line lengths are
assumed to be zero, Y21 = Yx , 0 21 = Ox,
and B Z1 = B x . 'I'he mutual inductance,
.~lx, is the denominator in both the
above equations and hence is a common
multiplier. The values of the mutual
inductances, Jlfx , "AfG, and AfH, depend
on the angular positions of the loops and
hence call be adjusted from zero to a
maximum value by rotation of the loops.
The angular position of the e loop can
therefore be calibrated directly in nor
malized transconductance, the Bloop
in normalized transsusccptancc, and the
X loop in a common multiplier. Figure 2
shows these calibrations, which are in
dependent of frequency and which, by
virtue of the positive and negative
ranges for two of the three loops, allow
measurements to be made in all four
quadrants of the complex plane. The
scale associated with the e loop is labeled
the .\ scale and is calibrated from 0 to
l.5. The scale associated \\·ith the B
loop is labeled the B scale and is cali
brated from 0 to ± 1.5. The multiplier
is calibrated from ± 1 to infinity.

The assumption of zero length of
lines between the instrument and net
\\"ork made in the preceding analysis
cannot be realized in practice, since the
effective measurement points are lo-
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cated within the instrument. However,
by the adjustment of the Network Input
and Network Output lines to odd or even
multiples of a quarter \\'avelength, the
instrument can be made to indicate
.directly the transadmittance, transim
pedance, complex transfer current ratio,
and complex transfer voltage ratio of
networks whose tClminals are not di
rectly the actual measurement terminals
of the instrument, Each of the above
measurements requires a different set
ting of the Network Input and A'etwork
Output lines and will be considered in
detail in the following paragraphs,

In the following discussion, the term
"half-wave setting" means that the line
in qUestiOJl is set to an even multiple
of a quartel' wavelength, which is, of
course, always a multiple of a half
wavelength, A half-wave line has the
property of "repeating" at onc end all
voltages, currents, and impedances ap
pearing at the otber end with 180 de
grees of phase shift in voltages and cur
rents for each half wavelength, Simi
larly, the term l'qual'tcr-wave setti.ng"
means that the line in question is set to
:tn odd multiple of a quarter wavelength,
A quart,er-wave liJ,e has the property of
"inverting" voltages into currents, im
pedances into admittances, and vice
versa. The reversal of phase which oc
curs foJ' each added half wavelength
will be ignored, since it does not affect
the basic theory of operation,

Transadmi"ance, Y21 and Y12

The forward transadmittance of a
network with its output terminals short
circuited is Y21- In order to measure this
parameter, the Network Input and Net
work Output lines are both adjusted to a
half wavelength, Under these conditions
the output terminals of the net\\'ork
under test are effectively short-circui'.,ed,
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because the half-wave Network Output
line terminates at the detector junction,
which uncleI' null conditions has zero
voltage and can be considered to be a
short ci.rcuit. The half-wave line pro
duces a similar short circuit at the net
work terminals and makes /2 = Ix. The
input half-wave line makes E 1 = Ex.
T'herefore,

Y Z1 ~ IdEl = I xlEx ~ Y x = A + jB
Yo Yo Yo Yo

where A and Bare tbe A and B scale
readings.

As previously shown, the instrument
directly measures the normalized, real
and imaginary components of Y x , and
from the above equation it is eyident

, " G21 BZl
that It also mdiCates V;; and V;;-'

The revcrse transadmittance, Y 12 ,

can be mcasured by the same procedure
as indicated for the forward transad
mittance but with the input and output
connections of the network interchanged.

Transimpedance, Z21 and Z12

'fhe forward transimpedance of a net
work with its output terminals open
circuited is Z21. In order to measure this
parameter, the Network Input and Net
work Oulput lines are both adjusted to a

Figunt 2. Dial calibrations of Transfer-Function
MeIer.
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B scale.
Heverse tl'ansimpedance, Z12, is meas

ured in a similar manncr with the input
and output network connections re
\·ersed.

Transfer Current Ratio, ",n and '12
The forward transfer current ratio of

a network \\-ith its output terminals
short-circuited is 121 . For this measure
men t the Network Output Iine is ad
justed te a half wavelength and the Nee
work Input line to a quarter wavelength.
The output terminals of the network
under test ar-e effectively short-circuited,
because the half-\\"ave Network Output
line "repeats" the equivalent short
circuit at the detector junction as a
short circuit at the network. The half
wave line also makes 12 = Ix. The

quarter wavelength. Under these con
ditions the output terminals of the net
\york under test are effectively open
circuited, because the quarter-wave Net
work Output line inverts the equivalent
short circuit at the detector junction
into an open circuit at the network. Also,
the output quarter-wave line Hinverts"
the voltage E2 into a constant times the
current Ix, and the input quarter-wave
line "il1\"erts" the voltage Ex into a
constant times the current I,. It can be
shmm that

Z2' EdI, Ix/Ex .
-=--=-- =A +JB
Zo Zo Yo

where Zo is the characteristic imp~dance
of the coaxial lines, 50 ohms. Thus the
instrument reads directly the normal
ized transimpedance of the network
under test. The readings are in terms of
the normalized network transresistancc,
R21
Zo' read on the A scalc, and the nor-

malized transreactance,
X21

Z
-, read on thc
~o

quarter-wave Network Input line makes

E jI,
x = Yo· Therefore,

I, jYx
12 , = - = - = B + jA

I, Yo

Thus the instrument reads directly the
real and imaginary components of the
complex transfer current ratio of the
ne1\\'ork. The Hj" term in the above equa
tion interchanges the real and imagi
nary scales.

The reverse transfer current ratio, 112 ,

can be measured by reversing the input
and output connections to the network.

Transfer Voltage Ratio, E21 and En

The forward transfer voltage ratio,
E21 , is measured with the network out
put terminals open-circuited. In this
case the Network Output line is adjusted
to a quarter wavelength and the Jllet
work Input line to a half wa\'elength
The ou tpu t terminals of the network
are effectively open-circuited because
the quarter-wave Network Output line
"inverts" the equivalent short circuit
at the detector junction into an open
circuit at the network. Also, because of
the quarter-wa\-e Network Output line,

jlx
E2 = Yo' and because of the half-\\"ave

Network Input linc, E. = Ex. Therefore,

E2 jYx
E2I = E, ~ v.;- = B + jA

Here again, the instrument indicates the
complex open-circuit transfer voltage
ratio of the network under test \\-it.h the
real and imaginary component scales
interchanged from those used for trans
admittance measurements because of
the ''j'' term in the above cquation.

Reverse transfer voltage ratio, E I2 ,

can be measured by revcrsing the input
and output connections to thc network.
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The physical arrangement of the parts
of the Transfer-Function Meter corre
sponds closely to that shown in the sche
matic of Figure 1 and is illustrated
further in Figure 3, in which the cover
of the instrument has been removed and
the coupling-loop assembly dismounted.
At the left in Figure 3 can be seen the
main junction block, in which coupling
slots are cut into the coaxial lines within
the block. When in place, each of the
three loops in the coupling-loop assembly
is centered over its respective slots and is
coupled magnetically to the correspond
ing line. The Network Input and Network
Output lines are of the eonstant-imped
anc~, "trombone" type, driven inde
pendently by separate, rack-and-pinion
drives having accurately calibrated seales
to indicate total cf-TecLivc line lengths
directly in eIn. The lines are provided
with locking sleeves to prevent aCCI
den tal changes during prolonged work

MARCH, 195. ~

at a single frequency. All these parts are
mounted on a heavy aluminum base plate.

In the measurement of active devices,
especially transistors, it is important to
keep the applied signal level low. In
this instrument, the coupling loss of the
loop between the external generator and
the device under test is about 40 db at
500 Me and decreases at a rate of 6 db
per octave with increasing frequency.
For tests on trans-istors, in which signal
levels should be 5 millivolts or less, ap
propriate attenuators (874-G series)
should be used to reduce the level of the
signal supplied by the generator when
necessary.

Since the external detector is usually
of the heterodyne type with a local
oscillator, it is important to prevent
excessi vely high local-oscillator signals
from appearing at the terminals of the
unknown device. This problem is solved
by the insertion of a tuned stub, or
"trap," in parallel with the detector in-

Figure 3. The Transfer-Function Meier ptlrtiolly distlssembled to show details of design and construction.

SUSCEPTANCE
STANDARD

OUTPUT BIAS
TERMINALS

LOOP
I CONTROLLARMS

INPUT BIAS
TERMINALS

NETWORK
INPUT LINE

NETWORK UNDER TEST
INPUT TERMINAL

NETWORK UNDER TEST
·"~~nl TPUT TERMINAL

RANGE EXTENSION
UNIT MOUNTING

HOLES

SUPPORT BRACKET
UNIT MOUNTING

HOLE

1
OUTPUT LINE

CONTROL KNOB

INPUT LINE
CONTRelL KNOB
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put and tuned to reject the local-oscil
lator frequency. Tills stub is supported
horizontally behind the base plate of
the instrument.

In measurements on active networks,
d-c voltages or currents must be sup
plied without affecting the r-f circuits.
In the Transfer-Function l\1eter, pro
visions are included for applying de to
both the input and the output of the
network under test. The bindlng posts
for connection to c:xternal power sup
plies are vis.ible in Figure 3, and the
internal filters and blocking capacitors
are shown schematically in Figure 4.
Built-in blocking capacitors isolate the
measuremen t stanc1'U'ds, the external de
tector, and the short circuit on the Net
work Input line. Filter networks, each
comprising two chokes and t\yO by-pass
capacitors, aUow iJlscrtion of cI-c volt
ages and CWTents an.cI prcvent r-f leak
agc, Choke and capacitor ratings limit
cuncnts to 100 milliamperes and volt
ages to 400 volts. The loading eHect of
the input fLlter on the Network Input line
is negligible, because of its proxim'ity to
the short-circuited end of the line. The

Network
Output Bias

Terminol

only loading eHeet of the output filter
on the detector line is a small reduction
in detector sensitivity.

The range of adjustment of the N et
work Input and Network Output lines is
such as to allow continuous coverage
for all types of measurements above
300 Mc, plus scpUJ'atcd bands of cover
age below 300 Me. In order to allow
continuous coverage below 300 Me, a
set of extension lines is provided. ",Vhen
needed, these lines and their supports
can be snapped into place by means of
quarter-turn fasteners, as shown in Fig
ure 5. This photograph also shows the
shielded, variable capacitor used as the
susceptance standard at low frequencies
in place of the stub used at high fre
quencies.

Generator and Detector

General Radio Unit Oscillators are
recommended for use as generators with
the Transfer-Function l\!Ieter. The rec
ommended detector is the General Radio
Typ>; DI\T, a hctel'Odyne type that
combines high sensitivity with wide he
qUP.JH':y range. Both generators and de
tectors are listed on pages 15 and 16.

"Network Input" Line
"IIH'>---~----'-------'-----.::..c..:...,-,--".c.:.::,,

BIOC~9 C

BS

Blocking C's"'--
(

'1I1f------wv-)
G

S

Fllte r
Network

Filter
Network

A E""OOI
Defector

...., """
BlockiAg C

Network
Input Bias
Terminal

Figure 4. Schematic
diagram of d-c cir
cuits of the TrClnsfer-

Function Meter.

"Network Output"
Line ~_./

In pu t

Output

Network.
Under
Test
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MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The equipment is set up by connect
ing generator, detel.1;or, and d-c sup
plies, if needed) to the Transfer-Func
Lion Metol', and making the necessary
adjustments for desired operating fre
quency and d-c levels. 'l'ho calibrated
susceptance standard is also set to the
operating frequency.

If isolation of the 10eaJ-oseiliator
signal is desirable, as in measurements
on transistors, the "trap" stub is in
cluded in the setup and is adjusted for
ma.ximum attenuation of the local
oscillator voltage.

Next, the Network Input and Network
Output lines arc sct to the proper length,
in accordance with the type of transfer
function to be measured. An appropri
ate component mount is plugged into
the Network (;nder 'Pest connectors, and
the lUlknown device or network is
plugged into the mount. The tJu-ee loop
control arms are then adjusted until the
detector indicates a null, and the de
sired answer is read directly £.rom the
scale settings.

If several units of the same type are
to be checked at a given frequency, as in
the case of production testing of tran
sislors or tubes, each wlit successively
is plugged into the mount (WitJl due pre-
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cautions regarding the d-e supplies), the
control arms arc set fol' a null, and the
answer is rcad off the scales. This opera
tion can be performed very rapidly by
relatively unskilled personnel.

Terminals

The terminals used on the Transfer
Function l\1eter are TYPE 874 Coaxial
Connectors. Gcneral Radio oscillators
and detectors are also cquipped with
these terminals. "'hen generators and
detectors having other types of terminals
are used, the TYPE 874-Q series of
adaptors pmvides a convenient means
of connection.

For most types of measurcmcnt, suit
able mounts must be constructed (see
Transistor Measurements, below) to
connect the device being measured to
the measuring terminals. TYPI;; 874
Coa.-.;:i.al Connectors to fit rigiclline, panel,
and cable are available for building into
these mounts.

Both adaptors and connectors are
listed on page IG.

Sources of Error

The major sources of error are inci
dental losses and small reflections in the
Network Input and Network Output Jines.
The minor sources of error are similar to

Figure S. View showing RClnge b:tension Unit C1nd low-frequency susceptClnce stClndard.
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A.

s

those in the TYPE 1602-B Admittance
Mete/' S and are spurious cross-cou
plings between the coupling loops and
their associated lines, inductances be
tween the junction center and the
coupling points, incidental losses in the
susceptan ce standard, and small re
flections in the conductance standard.

In most measurements, the instIll
ment dial readings can be uscd directly
without any corrections and will be ac
curate within the limits given in the
specifications at the end of this article.

Some of these errors become appreci
able under certain conditions, but cor
rections can be made for them.

APPlICATlONS
Transistor Measurements

Several different network representa
tions are used for transistors, the most
common of which are shown in Fig
ure 6. All of the transfer parameters
indicated in these circuits can be di
rectly measured with the Transfer-Func
tion Meter at frequencies between 25
and about 1500 Me.

1.' I " • ZII Zoo Z22 10 ' 12, ,- -
v, • " 1 ,

0 ' ' lvo
",12 ZI2

OPEN-CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE PARAMETERS

SHORT-CIRCUIT ADMITTANCE PARAMETERS

Since many transistors operate at very
low voltage levels, it is important that
all applied signals be kept small during
the measurements. As p-reviously men
tioned, the r-f signal level can be held
below 5 mv, which has been found to be
a satisfactory limit.

The high-frequency performance of
a transistor or any other component can
be greatly affected by the arrangement
of the leads used to connect the elemen t
in a CiI'Cuit. Therefore, for reproducible
results, the mount used to connect the
transistor to the measuremen t Cil'Cuit
must be standardized and must permit
short leads. In a typical experimental
transistor mount, the leads are con
nected to the measuring elements at a
point al;:)Qut 732 f1 away from the case.
This arrangement probably is reasonably
close to that used in most practical
high-frequency transistor circuits.

For measurement of the complex cur
rent ratios, a (01' -hi), the Network
Input line is set to a quarter wave
length and the Network Output line to a
half wavelength, as outlined in a previous
paragmph. The local-oscillator trap is
adjusted, with interchange of the gen
erator and detector connections, by
adjustment of the stub line until mini
mum output is observed on the meter of
the detector. The normal connections
are restored and the transistor mount
plugged into the coaxial connectors on
the panel of the instrument. The meter
is then balanced by adjustment of the
"Thurston. 'V. R .. "A Direct-Heading Impedance-l\'Ieas
urin/!: Instrument for the UHF Range." General Radio
Exptrimcnler. 1\Iay. 1950.
sSoderman. R. A., "Improved Accuraoy and Conveniencl."
of l\Ieasurements with Type 1602-B Admittance Meter
in VHF and UHF Bands," General Rudio Experimenter,
August, 1953.

v " 1' ,

Figure 6. EquivCJlent network representCJtions of trCJn
sistors. Left-hCJnd set of symbols is from "IRE
StondCJrds on Electron Devices; Methods of Testing
TrCJnsistors," Proc. IRE, Vol. 44, pp. 1542-1561,
November, 1956. Right-hand set of symbols corre-

sponds to those of this CJrticie.

c. HYBRID PARAMETERS
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the coaxial-line connections between the
grounded-base mount and the instru
ment, which is accomplished by 1800

rotation of the mowlt, reversal of the
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Figure 7. Piol of olpho
versus frequency for
an experimental high
frequency transistor
lupplied by Bell Tele

phone Laboratories.

thrcc arms, and
the real and im
aginary compo
nents of the CUI'

rent ratio arc in
<licated directly
on the dial scales.
The a-vs.-fl'e
quency charac
teristics of an ex
perimental, Bell
Telephone Lab
oratories, dif
fused-base, ger
manium transis
tor in a grounded-base connection are
shown in Figure 7.

The bybrid feedback factor, h.( = E I ,),

can be easily measured by reversal of

Figure 8. Tronsadmittonce versus frequency for 0 gl"Ounded.colhode 6AF4 yocU'Um tube.
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Figure 9. Forward transfer current ratio versus fre·
quency for a Type 874-Gl0 Attenuator Pod.

GZI IN MllLlMHOS

Figure 10. Forward transadmittance ver$us frequency
for a Type 874-Gl0 Attenuator Pad.

d-c connections, and use of the pro
cedurc outlincd for \·oltage-ratio meas
urements. Undcr these conditions the
input is applied to the collector and the
output is obtaincd from the emitter.

Tube Measurements

The high-frcquency, complex, for
ward and reverse tl'ansadmittances of
vacuum tubcs can also be easily meas
ured under dynamic conditions ,vith the
Transfer-FUllction Meter. D-C plate and
bias voltages can be applied to the input

"

and output terminals in the same man
ner as with transistors. Filters must be
proyidcd in the tube mount for heater
and screen voltages. However, these
filters arC' not so critical as are the filters
associated with the input and output
circuits. As with transistors, the mount
must be carefully designed in order to
give significant and reproducible results.
The measured tl'ansadmittance of a
6AF4 in the grounded-cathode connec
tion is plott.cd in Figure 8. The effective
transadmittance first incrcases with fre
quency, apparently as a result of a
resonance between the grid-cathode
capacitance and cathode-lead induct
ance. At higher frequencies, other reso
nances are apparent, the largest one of
which is probably a result of the grid
plate capacitance and plate lead induct
ance resonance. The large values of
transadmittance shown do not result in
correspondingly large magnitudes of
gain when this tube is used in an ampli
fier, since the input impedance decreases
rapidly as the resonances are ap
proached.

.0
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"
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I!SOO
1300,--,,'''o+---=-,,'''+-__-l:! "8!? 10 20 30

r 100 CONDUCTANCE,G,
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-'0

Figure 11. AdmiHance versus frequency for a
O.l-michrohenry inductor.

'0
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Coaxial-Component Measurements

The Transfer-Function Meter can
measCtre the transfer admittance or im
pedance and attenuation of circuits
fitted with coaxial connectors. Figure 9
shows the results of short-circuit, cur
rent-ratio measurements made on a
TYPE 874-GlO Attcnuator Pad, and
Figure 10 shows transadmittancc of the
same pad. Othcr possible applications
are fo!' filters, coupling networks, ampli
fiers, and other four-terminal coaxial
devices.

Lumped-Component Measurements

The direct, admittance between the
two ungrounded terminals of a circuit

MARCH,1958

or component can be easily measured
with this instrument. As is shown in the
diagram in Footnote 2, the direct
admittance measurement of a compo
nent with neither end connected to
ground is not affected by the impedance
from either side of the element to
ground. This measurement is very useful
for determining the characteristics of
floating resistors, r-f chokes, capacitance
between two ungrounded terminals, and
many other three-terminal circuits. Fig
ure 11 shows the direct admittance of
one of the chokes used in the d-c supply
filter in the Transfer-Function IVletel'.

-YV. R. TIIURSTON

R. A. SODERMAN

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range: 25 to 1000 Mc, with reduced
accuracy up to 1500 Mc.

Measurement Ranges and Accuracy:
Range Accuracy
Voltagc and Current

Ratios (R) O~30 2.5 (1+ YR)%+O.025

Transimpedancc (Zzt) ~
0-1500" 2.5 (1+\I~)%+1.25"

Transadrnittance
(y" ) Ijl';;l
0-600 rnrnhos 2.5 (1 +'/'---20)%+0.5 rnmho

D-C Bias: Terminals are provided for introducing
d-c bias from external sources. lvla..:dmum bias

Type

current, 100 rna; maximum bias voltage, 400
volts.
Generator and Detector: Unit Oscillators and TYPE
DKT Detectors (see list below) are recom
mended.
Other Accessories Available:

TYl'E 1607-PlOl Transistor Mount for
JETEC·30 base arrangement, grounded basco
Typ~ 1607-P20l Tube i\lount, 7-Pin :\finiature
grounded-cathode, for 6AF4, 6AF4A, and
other tubes with same connections.
Case: The instrument, with accessories, is
mounted in a wooden carrying and storage case
11!4 x 1472" x 40 inches.
Net Weight: 63 pounds.

Code Word Price

1607-A
1607-P101
1607-P201 I

Transfer-Function Meter .......••....•....•.•.. ·1
Transistor Mount ..............•....•....•.....
Tube Mount ..........................•..•.•..•

GENERATORS'

IIYlHtA I $1525.00
Price on Request
Price on Request

Type Frequency Ranqe

1211-B 0.5- SOMe .
121S-B SO- 2S0Mc .
1209-BL 180- 600 Me ......•......
1209·B 250 - 920 Me ......•....•.
1218-A 900 - 2000 Me .....•...•..

"'Require power supply below.

Code Word

ATLAS
ADOPT
ADMIT
Al\HSS
CARRY

Price

$275.00
190.00
245.00
245.00
465.00

POWER SUPPLY'
'Type Code Word Price

1203·B IUnregulated ········1 ALIVE $40.00
1201-A Regulated. . . . . . . . . . ASSET 85.00

"'Plug-in type; supplies power to anyone of the above oscillators.
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Price
DETECTORS

Frequency Range* Code WordType

DNT-l 40- 530Me... NAI..TO $626.00
DNT-2 40- 280 Mc... NlmVO 606.00
DNT-3 220 - 950 Me. . • NULLO 659.00
DNT-4 870-2030 Me... NODDO 879.00

*Fundamental range. To cover a wider range than that listed for anyone detector, harmonics
of the local oscillator can be used. Thus TYPE DNT-2 will cover frequencies up to 1120 Me if
harmonics up to the 4th are used. Fundamental sensitivity is about 5 }tV; 4th harmonic sensi
tivity, about 20}tv. For this wide range, order also one Typg 874-FlOOOLow Pass Filtel', pl'iceS14.00.

Another solution is to use the TYPE DNT-2 with an additional TYl'E 1209-13 Unit Oscillator
(see Generators, above) and the TYPE 874-F1000 Filter. This covers the range with fundamental
operation, which is, in general, more satisfactory. Harmonic operation is not recommended for
measurement of active networks. Below 40 Mc, use a communications receiver.

Type Fits Code Word Price

COAXIAL ADAPTORS

Types OBJ and OBP

Adaptors are also available

874-0BJ
874-0BP
874-QCJ
874-QCP
874-0NJ
874-0NP
874-0UJ
874-0UP
874-0HJ
874-QHP
874-QLJ
874-0LP

for connection

BNC Plug 'r' COAXllOGGER
BNC Jack........ COAXUUNNER
C Plug. . .• . . . • . . . COAXCOGGER
C Jack........... COAXCUFFE:R
N Plug........... COAX"AGGEH
N Jack........... COAXNU'I"I'I~lt

UHF Plug. . . . . . .. COAXYUNDEH
UHF Jack. . . . . . . . COAXYUPPER
HN Plug......... COAXHAWSE:n

HN Jack.. COAXHANGER
LC Plug. . . . . . . . . . COAXLITTER
LC Jack.......... CO,\XLUGGEI{

to rigid air-dielectric lines.

$4.75
4.75
4.75
6.25
3.75
4.50
4.00
4.25
6.50
6.50

19.50
30.00

COAXIAL CONNECTORS

Type 874-PB
Panel

Connector

Type 874-B
Basic

Connector,
disassembled

$1.25
2.90

PriceCode Word

COAXBRIDGE I
COAXAI'PLER

874-B jBasic Connector I
874-PB Panel Connector

BASIC CONNECTOR

The basic connector fits rigid, 50-ohm,
air-dielectric coaxial line; %" OD and
9-16" ID for outer conductor; 0.244" rod
for inner conductor.

Type

PANEL CONNECTOR

The panel connector mounts with a
flange and is available with rear fittings
for commonly used RG-type cables. See
the General Radio catalog for details.
Connector listed below fits GR TYPE

874-A2 Cable, only.
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